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ABSTRACT   

In this research we will look at three types of development environment for mobile are Windows 

Mobile and Android and Java Mobile, by comparing the basic base of the programs, different 

environments examined tightly points of strength and weakness, many of the attributes or features that 

will be used in the process of comparison such as implementation, Performance, quality in order to 

have a deep view of the different environments used in the comparison process. 

 

Our study showed that although the three environments are similar in some characteristics, they still 

represent three distinct fields, each with its own characteristics. Through code examples and our 

platform comparison, we conclude that Windows Mobile and Android provide a better development 

environment, while Java ME still suffers from poor support for incompatible applications. The main 

features common to them appear in trends that appear directly in programming languages such as 

programming section testing and language features. Large differences are distinguished when 

examining community environments, hardware capabilities, and hardware. This will have a major 

impact on choosing a development platform to create new applications for the environment.     

 

KEYWORDS: Android, Windows Mobile, Java Mobile, development environment mobile, 

programming languages. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

That the proliferation of widespread technologies for livelihood assistance has undoubtedly been a 

factor in their success, relatively little work has been done, in addition to the study of code words in 

such technologies. Accordingly, in this paper, we will consider everything related to the development 

of the three platforms widely available for widespread applications and comparison between the three 

main platforms: 

1. Java ME is a platform that supports a wide range of mobile devices from low-cost, low-cost 

phones.[1] 
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2. Windows Mobile has an alternative for professional users who can take advantage of the Microsoft 

.Net Compact framework in high-end mobile devices.[2] 

3. In 2007, Google released what is known as Android, a Linux-based operating system that targets 

the smartphone market.[3] 

We will compare platforms in several different categories, including aspects of implementation, 

performance, developer support and quality assurance, with some examples of code. Also features 

are commonly used including permanent storage and open network connection as well as highlighting 

some differences between platforms.[5] 

The various development tools will also be discussed, as they are an essential part of modern software 

development. This section contains a brief explanation of key features including debugging and 

automated testing support. This is critical to developers especially when using test-based 

development. These are the main topics of research in mobile software development. the computer 

and find out local area networks has become a major tool to many companies and factories, 

universities, hospitals and standardization of data and security services that protect the data and 

means of communication [14]. that any information must be correct, accurate, and available to be 

stored, retrieved, processed, and made available safely and reliably [15]. 

Look at platforms 

Our research focuses on three major mobile platforms: Java ME, Windows Mobile and Android. 

Languages such as C ++, C are not included. Although we have not covered all major mobile 

development environments and platforms, this research makes a significant contribution to the 

research currently available in this area. 

1. JAVA ME 

Java ME was created to provide a shared platform, where the source code itself must operate on a 

variety of different platforms and devices according to Sun Microsystems, which has produced a 

robust and flexible Java ME environment for applications running on a wide range of embedded 

devices. In addition to mobile phones, Java ME works on TV, printers, remote communication 

systems, and PDAs. The Java ME platform is not one option but a set of different profiles [4]. One 

of the most common platforms for resource-limited devices is the CLDC1.1 / MIDP2.0 CLDC 

(limited-connection devices) is designed for down-end devices with 160KB or more memory and 

16/32 bit slow processors. 

Only a small portion of the Java SE core libraries are supported [6]. Although the vision behind the 

Java ME is to be cross-platform, this is not always, what happens in the real world. Java ME 

development often suffers from many complications, including the inconsistent virtual machine and 
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package implementation. [7] The standard APIs were originally created to work on all types of 

devices including limited cell phones resources. 

This means that basic libraries have very limited features. One classic example is the RMS (store 

management record), which provides the only way to permanently store information on many low-

end phones. Moreover, RMS memory is very limited and difficult to use. To store anything in this 

database you will need to create your own sequence (since RMS only takes a byte array as an input) 

or uses an open-source library such as Floggy ie when the platform lacks functionality, one will likely 

find a third-party library that solves the problem or least some problems.[9] 

2. WINDOWS MOBILE 

Is a mobile operating system developed by Microsoft, It is based on Windows CE 5.0 and provides an 

operating system for a large number of PDAs, smart phones and touchscreen mobile devices [8]. The 

current version of Windows Mobile 6.5 enables the creation of custom written applications in both 

code (Visual C # / Visual Basic and .Net). More mobile phones are shipped with Windows Mobile. 

The API is expandable and features rich features as well as a programmable layer. Unlike the limited 

Java ME system, Windows Mobile takes advantage of a rich environment of Microsoft .NET 

capabilities. The .Net Compact window provides access to almost all operating system features on the 

device. This allows sophisticated and feature-rich applications, but breaks Java ME's capabilities to 

run the same code on multiple operating systems. 

 

The .NET Compact Framework shares a lot of capabilities with a full flexible desktop version such as 

Common Language Runtime (CLR) and Just-In-Time (JIT) to convert byte code into executable 

programs, Compact Framework is a C # Framework.net for application development The Compact 

Framework is used to create applications on mobile devices such as PDAs, smartphones and receivers, 

where the Compact Framework libraries act as a subset of the full Net framework with some additional 

libraries for mobile development. A rich application environment that makes it easy to run applications 

and databases O on the mobile device. 

 

3. ANDROID 

Google Android released Android in November 2007. [11] Aiming to be an open source platform for 

software development on the mobile platform. The Android platform was released under the so-called 

Open Handset Alliance. The goal of this alliance is to create open standards for mobile devices. 

Android is a Linux-based open source portable operating system. The operating system makes it easy 

for developers to write code in Java using Google lava. The Android platform not only provides the 

same mobile operating system as the development environment, but also provides a Dalvik Virtual 

Machine to run applications as well as being the middleware between the code and the operating 

system [10]. 
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For application development, Android makes it easy to use 2D and 3D graphics libraries, a small 

custom SQL engine for persistent storage, and advanced network capabilities such as Edge, 3G, and 

WLAN. The API is constantly evolving and the current version (Eclair 2.0) is a huge step forward in 

terms of features available from version 1.0. Because Android is an open source operating system, the 

community welcomes it to collaborate in developing the programming environment, operating system, 

and API. 

 

Comparison between the platforms of Java, Windows and Android 

The following sections describe aspects of implementation, performance aspects, and developer 

support and quality assurance across the three platforms. These themes have been chosen because they 

represent important aspects for mobile developers and cover many of the commonly used features. It 

does not include comparing performance aspects in terms of run-time performance on the device 

because of the exact connection between software and hardware platforms. It is very difficult to find 

exactly the same hardware to run all the platforms, so our results will be greatly affected by the 

differences of the actual hardware. In addition, the simulator tests do not give the correct performance 

numbers as well. Performance comparison includes an example of network connectivity and file size. 

This comparison focuses on the development environment. 

 

We have experimented on all three platforms to compare key factors in three mobile development 

areas. These applications were carried out in the IDEs described in this research, as well as platform 

simulators were used to test and verify examples of applications. Through code and discussion 

examples, we will highlight similarities and differences in the development of mobile software 

(environments). 

 

4.1 In terms of implementation 

The storage technology varies between different environments. Both Android and Windows Mobile 

have the ability to use a small database on your device. This facilitates easy manipulation and 

extraction of data. On the other hand, Java ME uses a feature called the Record Management Store. 

This is a very simple database consisting of two columns, one for the record ID, and one for the actual 

data. When it comes to storing files locally, all three frames have the ability to use memory cards to 

provide additional storage space. The differences here lie in exploiting the storage area. Windows 

Mobile and Java ME have the option to install applications on the memory card while Android cannot 

do so. [12] 
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Figure 1. Insert into database query in Compact Framework context 

 

As shown in Windows Mobile (Figure 1) and Android example (Figure 2), both versions have similar 

methods. Both pass the steps to open access to the database before creating and issuing a query. Finally, 

the database is closed and access is stopped. Both examples have a high level of abstraction. This 

easily creates a readable and readable code, as well as it follows the general rules of programming 

oriented towards modern objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Insert into database query in Android context. 

 

In Java ME (Figure 3), Record Store provides a simple, user-friendly programming interface. 

However, they are very limited because you have to store byte arrays. The alternative offered by 

Windows Mobile and Android, using value objects and relational databases as it creates a better and 

more flexible development environment. Table (1) shows the number of lines for a static storage 

example per platform. The number of lines is similar to all platforms, and this indicates that the amount 

of modeling to open the database connection / RMS is somewhat similar. 
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Table 1. Lines of code needed for an insert into a database on the device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Serializing a Person object and inserting the byte array into a Java ME Record Store. 

 

4.2 In terms of performance 

Performance and package size numbers are important for developers and users. To be able to compare 

this to the three development platforms, we chose to implement a basic application consisting only of 

the necessary code and files needed to create an executable program. The application was developed 

independently on all three platforms and we measured the required code lines in the application as well 

as the size of the package ready to be installed on separate devices. By calculating the lines of the code, 

we get an indication of how much serial code is available on each platform in order to run the 

application on the device. 

 

We have chosen to calculate code lines only in the relevant code files and include configuration files 

and similar environment numbers. Although these files are excluded from the number of code lines, 

these files are still very important and the applications cannot do without them. We also measure the 

Mobile platform 
Database connectivity, 
lines of code 

Windows Mobile 13 

Java ME 11 

Android 11 
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size of the publishable package that includes all the environment files as well as the actual icon files. 

The application sizes in this demo are so small that in most cases they do not add too much overhead 

when downloading and installing on the device.[13] 

 

The purpose of measuring the file size was to get an idea of the extent to which configuration and 

playback dependencies were included in bundled applications. These combined numbers indicate how 

apps are grouped and what they effect on devices. Another important aspect of mobile phone 

development is network connectivity. This is especially important in mobile software because many 

applications rely on downloading information to the phone. 

 

5- SUMMARY: 

Although it is almost impossible to give a full picture of the features and challenges of each of the 

three platforms, we believe that we have presented in this paper an overview of their strengths and 

weaknesses. However, it is important to remember that the examples in this paper present only a very 

small fraction of the features of each platform. Examples were created to provide specific cases 

common to mobile software development. Most of the applications created today need to permanently 

save information, and can store user name or configuration settings. Network connectivity is critical 

to mobile software in particular. The typical case is where the application will download information 

from the Internet. These examples cover these examples. 

 

One of the key strengths of Android and Windows Mobile is that the programming language is tightly 

integrated with the operating system. For Java ME, interest is the number of supported device types. 

However, different API applications cause compatibility issues between vendors and even mobile 

device models. There is ongoing work to improve this through a project called JATAF (Java 

Application Terminal Alignment Framework). JATAF is collaboration between many large and 

influential companies in the mobile software market including Sun Microsystems, Orange, Nokia, 

Samsung and Sony Ericsson. 

 

The Android operating system can be tightly linked through standard language development through 

the Open Handset Alliance and Windows Mobile by the sole owner of Microsoft as a driving force 

behind the platform's development. Android and Windows Mobile are currently integrated mobile 

systems as well as a softener and application development interface, while Java ME is an additional 

feature that makes it possible to run Java ME on limited hardware resources. 

 

In this research, we have examined many key parts of the mobile development areas of Android, 

Windows Mobile, and Java ME. Through careful examination of areas such as performance aspects, 

implementation aspects and quality assurance results emerged. An interesting feature to note is the 

difference in the behavior of the unit test. Here, the Android system is the system that delivers the most 

surprising results when there is no easy-to-access general interface to test unit results on the device. 
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6- CONCLUSION 

Windows Mobile and Android have full integration with the mobile operating system. This leads to a 

good integration between the development environment and the actual hardware. For Java ME, the 

main advantage is that there are a large number of third-party libraries available that will solve 

everything you may need. Android also offers a new and interesting way to distribute your app with 

the Android Market. Windows Mobile has the power to connect seamlessly to one vendor, Microsoft. 

This makes the development environment very stable, and the features available to developers enjoy 

high quality assurance. 

 

In general, Windows Mobile and Android platforms provide a better development environment in our 

opinion. Java ME is still struggling with weak emulator support and incompatible applications. The 

Windows Mobile platform is a Microsoft product, so it relies on Visual Studio. Of course, Visual 

Studio also depends on the Windows operating system. 

 

While all development environments share many common features, there are still individual features 

that make them unique. In permanent storage, both Android and Windows Mobile provide a better 

solution than Java ME. When you open a stream connection to connect to the network, however, Java 

ME and Android have the easiest and most elegant solution. In support of module testing, the Android 

development environment still has some issues that need to be categorized. However, large differences 

are distinguished when examining community environments, hardware capabilities and platform 

maturity. 

 

The ease of development in different regions is likely to have a significant impact on the choice of 

development platform to create new applications for the enabling environment. 

 

One interesting future research goal for this comparison is to include the iPhone. This would give a 

more complete picture of mobile phone platforms. In addition, expanding examples, including a more 

comprehensive performance test would be an interesting addition. These, however, are difficult task 

because of a wide range of different devices and phones that apply different platforms. Are all 

worthwhile in the future. 
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